
No Dress Code

Introduction
by Wieke Eringa
Artistic Director Yorkshire Dance

Running order:
1. Animated Choreography by Jem Clancy
2. Flumen by  Ludum Vitae
3. Occupational Hazard by ACCA 

Interval

4. SURRENDER by Ella Tighe
5. The Spring by Madeline Shann

Welcome to the first post-Covid No Dress Code where we invite artists and audiences to find each other
in an inspiring and connective encounter through dance. We hope No Dress Code will grow into an
unmissable annual event where independent dance artists get to test out new work. A huge thanks to
independent artists Megan Pennington, Gerard Headley and Bakani Pick-Up for curating and planning
this edition. 
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Animated Choreography
by Jem Clancy

Three short films on the subject of home. Each film is a memory performed by a solo dancer shown as a
combination of live action and/or animated movement. Research for the three films looked at the
concept of body memory and how living with neurodiversity (in this case ADHD, autism and
synaesthesia) impacts upon the processing, storing and expression of different experiences. It also
explored stimming (repetitive, self-stimulatory behaviour) as choreography.

Jem is a visual and movement artist currently working in film and animation to present stories, experiences and
ideas. As a disabled artist drawing and dance have always been important to Jem as ways of not just expression,
but also more simply observing, thinking and understanding. She uses her work to communicate and connect
with others and enjoys working collaboratively, particularly with those who find themselves on the outside,
silenced or excluded in some way. Jem is currently an Associate Artist with The Tetley Art Gallery and 
BEYOND Artist with Pyramid of Arts. 

Credits:

1. Dancers Chloe Maybury, Jem Clancy 
2. Film/animation by Jem Clancy

Music:

1. First Dream, Brian Bolger
2. Travelling Mirror, Florence Caillon
3. Rain Fuse by French Fuse.
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FLUMEN is a piece about spirituality and belief being turned into power. We are exploring forms of rule
like Theocracy and Historical Revisionism as well as what role faith amasses in our values, morals and
struggles in this world. We are investigating the idea that ‘No one bad is truly bad, and no one good is
truly good’. Life is about balance between chaos and order and we are here just to play the game whether
we do or do not want it.

Implication of violence.

FLUMEN
by Ludum Vitae

Ludum Vitae (The Game of Life)  is a project and a group of artists inspired by the variation of perspective. We are
all different - various backgrounds, age, nationalities, beliefs, morals, culture and more. But we also have many
things that are the same - languages, passion for dance, desire for truth and the childlike wonder we all feel and
express towards life itself and the world.

Credits: 

Dancers (NDC cast)
- Denise Dannii Tan
- Virginio Teixeira Gomes (Skay) 
- Andrew Gibson
- Yu Ting Lee
 
Dancers (full)
- Denise Dannii Tan
- George Swattridge
- Andrew Gibson
- Yu Ting Lee
- Iolanda Portogallo
- Virginio Teixeira Gomes (Skay) 

Music/Sound - Sidney Artez
Dramaturg - Misha Duncan-Barry
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Meet Linda and Becky – two air hostesses that are going about their normal work day.  We see them
enjoying a cup of coffee before the flight, travelling to the gate, and greeting the customers. They
perform the emergency demonstration and take to the air, whilst everything seems to be going just fine.
The hostesses are smiling, they are nice, attentive, pretty cute... But slowly, some sort of rigidity takes
over; a robotic discomfort dominates the movement making it harder and harder to keep smiling whilst
doing their job. Throwing into question how they deal with the events that have unfolded and maintain
composure for the rest of the flight. Stemming from explorations into consent, sexual fantasies and
objectification, Occupational Hazard is a journey that walks the fine line between suggestive and
unsolicited. In the midst of the current feminist effervescence, thanks to movements such as #metoo,
Occupational Hazard focuses on non-verbal language - the way we sometimes use it and the
interpretations that it can awaken. Expect comedy, dancing and unanswered questions – a cabaret
infused poke at a day in the life of a woman.

Warnings: Flashing Lights / Sexual references / Swearing

Occupational Hazard
by ACCA

ACCA are Leeds based dance theatre duo Anna Cabré and Charlotte Arnold. ACCA first met during their studies
at the NSCD and a few years after graduating fell towards each other as two creatives who like thinking, writing
and moving. After some time investing in exploring and playing, ACCA began formally collaborating together at
the start of 2020.
 
ACCA’s style has a physical backbone, but draws on character and conceptuality to investigate the topics which
inspire each project. The nature of Anna and Charlotte’s work is entirely collaborative, and non-hierarchical. They
draw on each other’s strengths, and the direction, creation, performance and planning of all projects is split
evenly between the two.

Credits:

Performed and Devised by Anna Cabré &amp; Charlotte Arnold
Voice work and Sound arrangements - Luke Wilson
With special thanks to Matt Angove and Inari Hulkkonen

Music:
Bad Guy by Billie Eilish
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SURRENDER is a cyclical, looping movement and sound pattern crafted anew each time performed. It
addresses surrender as a staying with, a choice and commitment. The work seeks a soft yet assertive
bodily presence that advocates for the dancer to take ownership through their dancing body and find
agency within a fixed form. The sound demands the dancer to make choices; either submitting to the
direction proposed or to stay within where the dancer currently finds herself. These choices demonstrate
a subtle and nuanced approach to agency in how decisions are made when movement and sound meet.
How does one find agency within fixed forms and structures?

SURRENDER 
by Ella Tighe

Ella Tighe is a dancer based in Bradford. She has a BA in Dance Making &amp; Performance and an MA in
Performance Practices (ArtEZ, NL). She works with dance as an expanded practice - interrogating what
movement material can be named as dance – visibly including a physicality from yoga, spoken word processes
and a background as a disco freestyle dancer. Her work is collaborative, and she has produced works with textile
designer Coco Cripps (UK), performance artist Antrianna Moutoula (GR/NL) and musician Nikkie Kemp (NL).
Alongside dancing she is a yoga coach &amp; organises yoga events in Bradford/Leeds through her platform 
Practice with Ella.

Credits:

Choreographed and performed by Ella Tighe Sound Score by Nikkie Kemp

With thanks to Nikkie Kemp, Home of Performance Practices ArtEZ, Lucy Suggate, Sri Louise, Charlie Morrissey
and Wainsgate Dances

Music: Sound Score by Nikkie Kemp
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The Spring is an experimental screendance short. Its focus is on bringing together human and non-human
bodies to explore and celebrate the complexity of the natural world and our place in it. Modern life and
our exploitation of the living world is made possible by our anthropocentricity, by our collective
withdrawal from the natural world and a refusal to respect either its significance, or its limitations. 

What happens if we radically reimagine our relationship with nature? 

What happens if we open ourselves up to the possibility of radically loving our home planet and the lives
we share it with?

The Spring
by Madeline Shann

Madeline Shann is a maker, choreographer, writer and performer. Her work is concerned with joy, justice and
affecting radical change, and it takes many shapes. In 2019 Madeline was selected for Dance For Art's Sake
development programme, which made it possible to branch out further into film and video.

As a collaborator and performer she has been lucky enough to work with various companies including Sharp
Teeth, RashDash, Gracefool Collective and Travelling Light.

Credits / Music :

Director: Madeline Shann
Performer: Rudzani Moleya
Cinematographer: Arushi Chugh
Associate Director: Sakhile Shann
Video Effects Support: Wilkie Branson
Sound Design: Xavier Velastín 
Vocal composition and performance: Becky Wilkie
Additional vocal performance: Manchester SHE choir, with special thanks to Katrina Awramenko 

Supported by Jerwood and Yorkshire Dance through Dance For Art&#39;s Sake artist development programme,
Exeter University Drama Department, and Arts Council England National Lottery Fund.




